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HELP! I NEED TO CHOOSE A FLOOR
Is that new floor a headache for you too? You’re not the only one. It really isn’t easy to choose
the right floor. Despite the fact that we work with floors every day, it is still sometimes difficult. You
have to take so many things into account. To name but a few: the width, the thickness, the humidity
level, the budget, taste, maintenance, the laying …
But: we have found a solution!

BEAUTIFUL AND EASY
We have developed a special type of floor plank: it looks like parquet, yet has all the convenience
of vinyl. That is what led to the name: ParquetVinyl. Suddenly, choosing is child’s play.

THE BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
• BEAUTIFUL

It is as beautiful as parquet.

• EASY

You can lay it in a jiffy and the maintenance is super simple.

• STRONG

It can take a hard knock or two.

• STABLE

Reliability boon: ParquetVinyl is colour-fast and does not expand or shrink, even if

		

a bucket of water is spilled onto it.

• THIN

Ideal for renovation.

And did we mention that it is very budget-friendly?

IN A NUTSHELL
AFFORDABLE • EASY • STRONG • WIDE PLANKS • CLICK SYSTEM • STABLE
ParquetVinyl has all the benefits of parquet, without the disadvantages.
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“

Just let life go on

”

“

Lay it myself? Of course I can!

”

LAY IT YOURSELF? EASY!
Few people can lay parquet themselves. But anyone can lay ParquetVinyl. You absolutely don’t
need to be a natural handyman. The secret lies in a flat surface. Once you have that, you can lay
ParquetVinyl in no time.
Search your toolbox:
batten/Stanley knife/pencil/rubber hammer/retractable tape measure/spacer blocks/stop block

And you can get to work.
Simple laying instructions are included in the packaging. Read through them and you can start
‘clicking’. It’s self-explanatory. And if your existing floor is not completely flat, no reason for panic:
a sub-floor works wonders. You will find the perfect solution at the back of this brochure. Naturally,
if you would still rather not lay your new floor yourself, a professional will be happy to do it for you.

Renovation? Choose ParquetVinyl!
Ready to say goodbye to that ugly old floor? Choose ParquetVinyl. Because ParquetVinyl is so thin,
it can be installed perfectly on an existing floor. Tip: use a sub-floor to create a flat surface.

MAINTENANCE? SUPER SIMPLE!
As we already mentioned, ParquetVinyl has all the benefits of vinyl. In other words, spills are not a
problem: a coffee spill can be removed in an instant. That is because the floor is water-resistant.
Wet feet, a drooling pet, incredibly enthusiastic children, a party? Just let life go on!
• water-resistant, does not expand
• easy to maintain
• spills are not a problem
Your floor will be clean again in no time.You will find more maintenance tips at the back of this brochure.
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“ When there’s sunshine, just enjoy it ”

GIVE ME SUNSHINE !
And there is more good news: ParquetVinyl never has a problem with sunshine. That is not the case
with vinyl. That will expand or shrink, depending on the temperature and humidity level.
ParquetVinyl does not shrink and does not expand, even after hours of direct sunlight. We know that
because we have tested it extensively ourselves: no distortion and - reassuringly - no discolouration
of the top layer. As a result, it is ideal for every space.
• sunlight-resistant
• colour-fast
• form-retaining
• for every living space

ParquetVinyl and under-floor heating? A perfect match!
Have you decided on under-floor heating? You can fit ParquetVinyl perfectly on this. It has no
problems in warm conditions.

SUPER STRONG !
In every household there are a few ‘heavy users’ ... well, from now on they can go right ahead.
ParquetVinyl: a floor you can truly live on. It was developed with the latest technologies, making it
an extra strong and stable floor for every living space, even in extreme situations.

• high resistance
• less projection
• scratch resistant
• no stains
• hard-wearing
• for every living space
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THE LOOK OF WOOD OR STONE
7 collections
01

Garonne

02

Victoria

03

Lugano

04

Sava

05

Colorado

06

Amazon

07

Caldera

ParquetVinyl not only gives you the ease of vinyl, but also ‘the look of wood’: it looks just like real
parquet. And that’s a good thing, for appearance matters too. This is why it is not simply vinyl with a
print. It is a carefully considered new product with strong technical properties and a striking wood
look.

Whichever model you choose, you know you can lay it in every type of space without problems.
There are a few technical differences, but every collection has the same benefits:

•

Super-strong

•

Simple click system

•

Easy maintenance

•

Scratch resistant, colour-fast and form-retaining

•

Ideal for renovations

•

Can be combined with under-floor heating

•

100% recyclable

•

No T-profiles, so a clean look

•

Matt finish, so a natural look

•

35 year guarantee (residential use) / 20 year guarantee (commercial use)

We have developed 7 collections for you, each with its own character and features.

YEAR GUARANTEE
Residential Use
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YEAR GUARANTEE
Commercial Use
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01

Garonne

Garonne is a collection with strong colour variations within the planks. This wood look emphasises the effect of natural planks the most. The light brushing and subtle knots give your floor extra
personality.
This moderately rustic floor goes with many different styles. It fits with both a rustic interior and in a
modern environment.

I Garonne Barista

1213 mm

4 (0,40) mm
176 mm

I Garonne Mist

I Garonne Barista
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GARO-387 I Garonne Natural

GARO-206 I Garonne Latte

GARO-386

GARO-114 I Garonne Ristretto

GARO-388

I Garonne Barista

Victoria

02

The Victoria appears fresh and pure with clean lines. You will find no large knots or varying contrasts
here. This collection exudes calm and simplicity through the subtle colour nuances and structures.
This ‘chameleon’ fits with every style.

I Victoria Frost

I Victoria Silver

1213 mm

4 (0,55) mm
176 mm

I Victoria Ocean

I Victoria Frost
I Victoria Silver

VIC-701 I Victoria Silver

VIC-700 I Victoria Creek

VIC-703

VIC-702 I Victoria Black

VIC-289
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“ Happiness is home-made “
I Victoria Creek

03

Lugano

1213 mm

4 (0,55) mm
176 mm

With Lugano, every plank has unique sawing cuts. This gives it the appearance of roughly sawn
I Lugano Lakrima

wood and a robust image. There are few changing colour tints in the different planks, so that the

LUG-058 I Lugano Muskat

LUG-057

LUG-410 I Lugano Granica

LUG-060

planks create a sense of unity in the home.

Sawing cuts: To reinforce this look, sawing cuts are added in every
plank. This emphasises the effect of a robust wooden floor.

I Lugano Amaro

I Lugano Granica

I Lugano Angliano

LUG-497 I Lugano Angliano

Sava

04

The Sava collection brings calmth in your interior. The sleek, warm boards have no knots and only
few colour variations. That’s why they blend easily in a Scandinavian or modern interior.
The look of wood in soft shades of brown adds cosiness to the room.

I Sava Almond

I Sava Almond

1213 mm

4 (0,55) mm
176 mm

I Sava Linen

I Sava Almond
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SAV-2254 I Sava Hazelnut

SAV-2250 I Sava Suède

SAV-2252

SAV-2251 I Sava Sand

SAV-2253

I Sava Almond
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Colorado

05

This collection reflects the natural look and feel of wood most clearly. The large knots and cracks in
the deeper structure of the planks give a sense of an authentic wooden floor.
The coloured groove subtly draws attention and gives every plank its own identity. With this floor,
you can create a distinct atmosphere in a rustic or classical interior.
These planks are also ideally suited for intensive commercial use.

I Colorado Splash

I Colorado Rapids

1213 mm

4 (0,55) mm
176 mm

I Colorado Splash

I Colorado Falls
I Colorado Splash

COLO-1514 I Colorado Basin

COLO-1510 I Colorado Lake

COLO-1515

COLO-1512 I Colorado Rapids

COLO-1513
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Amazon

06

If there were ParquetVinyl in heaven, it would be ‘the’ Amazon. The unique long and wide planks
maximise the feeling of space. The solution for creating unity in large spaces and at the same time,
for making small spaces appear larger.
With its neutral image, you could call this floor ‘the happy medium’. Amazon fits in every kind of
interior, from Scandinavian clean lines to classical rustic. The Amazon is extra hard-wearing and is
therefore also suitable for intensive commercial use.

I Amazon Valley

EXTRA WIDE & LONG PLANKS
THICKER HARD COVERING

1513 mm

4 (0,70) mm
223 mm

I Amazon Valley

I Amazon Flow
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AMA-1631 I Amazon Bay

AMA-1630 I Amazon Stream

AMA-1635

AMA-1633 I Amazon Lagoon

AMA-1636

I Amazon Valley

I Amazon Valley
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Caldera

600 mm

4 (0,55) mm

615 mm

4 (0,55) mm
300 mm

615 mm

With a floor of the Caldera collection, you opt for a real tile. You get the look of a stone floor, but
with the advantages of ParquetVinyl: easy to install and to maintain.
Moreover, this floor doesn’t feel cold at all. There are three different stone structures in two sizes.
Thanks to their neutral look, they fit into every interior.

I Caldera Basalt

I Caldera Basalt

I Caldera Stone

CAL-1443 I Caldera Seasalt

CAL-1442 I Caldera Stone

CAL-1444
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STRUCTURE

OVERVIEW
In order to create the authentic image of
parquet, we give our floors the appearance

COLLECTIONS

Dimensions
mm

of a brushed finish. Choose a lightly brushed
finish for a subtle effect. With a deep brushed
finish, the wood structure is very clearly visi-

Thickness
of hard

covering

Fine groove
This groove is barely visible. This gives a clean

Number
of planks
per box

Class 32
Commercial use

Deep wood
structure

Groove 4V

2.562 m2

12

VICTORIA

4 x 176 x 1213

0,55 mm

Class 33
Intensive
Commercial use

Deep wood
structure

Groove 4V

2.562 m2

12

LUGANO

4 x 176 x 1213

0,55 mm

Class 33
Intensive
Commercial use

Deep wood
structure

Groove 4V

2.562 m2

12

SAVA

4 x 176 x 1213

0,55 mm

Class 33
Intensive
Commercial use

Deep wood
structure

Groove 4V

2.562 m2

10

COLORADO

4 x 176 x 1213

0,55 mm

Class 33
Intensive
Commercial use

Synchronous
wood structure
(EIR)

Clear-cut
groove 4V

2.562 m2

12

AMAZON

4 x 223 x 1513

0,70 mm

Class 34
Very intensive
Commercial use

Deep wood
structure

Clear-cut
groove 4V

2.362 m2

7

CALDERA

4 x 615 x 615

0,55 mm

Class 33
Intensive
Commercial use

Deep stone
structure

Colored
groove 4V

2.269 m2

6

CALDERA

4 x 300 x 600

0,55 mm

Class 33
Intensive
Commercial use

Deep stone
structure

Colored
groove 4V

2.520 m2
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Clear-cut groove
Choose ParquetVinyl with this type of groove

Box
content

0,40 mm

look in which the planks form a whole.

This groove is very clearly visible.

Groove

4 x 176 x 1213

I Deep brushed

GROOVE

Surface
structure

GARONNE

ble.

I Lightly brushed

Wear class

for a real sense of planks.

I Fine groove

I Clear-cut groove

LOOK

I Colorado Rapids

I Light rustic
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I Rustic

I Victoria Silver

I Stone
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SUB-FLOOR

THE STRUCTURE OF PARQUETVINYL

I Acoustic Control

Do you want installation without any worries?
Then choose a sub-floor. This can perfectly absorb
small differences in level (< 2 mm), making the installation process far smoother.
1

A sub-floor also improves the acoustics and creates

2

a pleasant walking sound. Can be combined per-

3
4

fectly with under-floor heating.
10m2 per roll / 1.4 mm thick

1. Matt PU top layer
2. Transparent hard covering
3. High resolution decor film
4. Ultra-strong & rigid carrier (RCB technology)

Extra tight
lock

The floor is finished with a Tight Lock click system
that provides for fast and easy installation.

PLINTHS & PROFILES

MAINTENANCE TIPS

Plinths and profiles are available for the different collections.

Maintenance of ParquetVinyl is child’s play To remove dust, sand and dirt, you can use a vacuum
cleaner or brush. For a more thorough clean, you
can mop with plenty of water, because ParquetVinyl is 100% water resistant.
Preferably, use Bona Tile & Laminate Cleaner It’s
clear: with ParquetVinyl, you have no more worries
about the maintenance of your floor and you save
time: time that you can use for the things that really
matter in life.
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